RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, GORAKHPUR
STATION ROAD, GORAKHPUR – 273012 (UP)

Website: www.rrbgkp.gov.in Phone no. & Fax 0551-2201209
Date 19-01-2021

Provisional Part Panel for ALP Category against CEN. 01/2018

On the basis of the Performance in 1st Stage CBT, 2nd Stage CBT and the Verification of the documents of
provisionally successful candidates held from 20.06.2019 to 23.07.2019 and block dates 29.07.2019 and 30.07.2019 on
being found medically fit in concerned medical standard the candidates with the following Roll Numbers who have opted for
the allotted post as their preference, have been provisionally empaneled against the post of ALP under CEN-01/2018 and
their names will be forwarded to Principal Chief Personnel Officer, N.E.Railway, Gorakhpur for posting. Further course of
action on their appointment will be taken therefrom, after due verification and ensuring fulfillment of eligibility criteria like
production of original/current certificates of educational/technical qualifications, date of birth, caste certificate, past
character, antecedents/Affidavits' whatsoever necessary etc. according to the Centralized Employment Notice No.01/2018
and Corrigendum issued, from time to time and for which the candidates will be informed individually by them. All
candidates’ Degree / Diploma / Trade certificates and Caste certificates as the case may be, may be rechecked at any
present or future stages.
121025085800047
121028091050779
121029085800005
151004090580125
151006032810065
201004048020190
201006081600448
221011083480826
221021082080062
231008092450251
231024092450097
231027096920013
231029087020078
241028026420026
301005085760114
301009086060047
301014085730044
301014085760201
301017078720983
301023078660555
301024092380004
301025092380101
301027078120218
301030088410010
311002028350206
361028079080030
381002079900345
381017087630540
391017012710197
391023086590023
391029086100447

391030094860013
421013093490341
441001086940300
441002079490104
441004086940148
441008079410027
441010004430050
441012008570150
441012092520080
441014079500087
441015080170020
441017090400007
441019096690010
441020080431392
441020087650066
441022084330023
441022096690092
441022113380086
441023082120131
441024079410830
441024080170136
441025079410131
441026080430317
441028082120481
441029079730012
441029080430554
451007093380068
451009093380001
451016093380139
451029087500043
461017003620025

TOTAL = 62 ( Sixty Two)
Total No. of candidates in above is 62 (Sixty Two)
This is a provisional part panel prepared by RRB GKP which may perform/ask further confirmation of some
documents anytime as if required. The rest panel will be prepared after completion of pending medical/ remedical final
reports, review of the number of vacancies and other clarification as required from time to time.
This panel is purely provisional and does not, in any way, give any right to the candidates for appointment in the
Railways. This RRB reserves the right to cancel or modify the panel at any stage with or without any prior notice. The Roll
Numbers are arranged in ascending order and are not in the order of merit. While every care has been taken in publishing
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the result, this RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical mistakes at any stage. The
recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and the selection is based purely on the merit of candidates.
Since the number and place of vacancies are still under consideration and under process of review, hence the
further process towards the posting and placement of aforesaid panel shall be initiated only after the clear outcome of said
consideration and review by concerned units of Railway, so the candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB GKP’s official
website for the updates.
Chairman/RRB/Gorakhpur
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